Welcome, Thank you for joining my Racing To Profit Members Club.
At the end of this email you can find details regarding your log in information , for future reference.
Please note that ALL Members Content is delivered via the blog within your members’ area. This
is NOT an email service.
Members' Posts are complete by 10am on the day of racing Monday-Friday, 11am at weekends. I
endeavour to get the main content posted the evening before racing, usually by 6pm. You know a
post is complete when you read '(complete)' in the post title.
You can log into your members area using your username and password. You can do this to the right
hand side of the home page www.racingtoprofit.co.uk
**
VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION
What follows is an introduction to my Members' Club, what you can expect and how you can engage
with the content. Please to take some time to flick through the following...
The idea of the free trial period and reasonably priced monthly fees (which you can cancel anytime) is
to give you the best chance possible to find an approach that works for you and increase your
enjoyment of this great sport.
If you’re after a quick fix you will not find it here. Sorry. This is a bloody tough game and only those
who have patience survive long term. There are many ups and downs, that is the reality. My job is to
ensure we have more ups, back a few nice winners, come out ahead oveer time, and have some fun.
With my focus on trainer behaviour and stats I think I've found an approach that will help you enjoy
this sport more than ever. My content finds regular decent priced winners and gives you plenty to get
stuck into.
I provide strategies that you can just follow blind but also ‘starting points’ – horses that qualify against
my research. I, and many of my members, are on a punting journey where we all want to improve as
punters. You/we can always improve.
The aim is to have some fun and win some money along the way. Many of my members get the most
satisfaction from using my information alongside their own opinions to decide what to back, how to
back them, and how much to have on.
I'm confident you will enjoy your experience. I am as open and honest as I can be. All emails and
comments on the blog posts are welcome. No question is too stupid. I work hard every day to make
your experience the best it can be.
My Club is a bit different. It is probably best I talk through what you can find in each daily post. Some
of this may seem a bit daunting at first but it is straight forward, once you get the hang of it.
In simplistic terms… I provide horses that qualify against my various trainer stats research. We want
to back as many decent priced winners as possible, while keeping the number of losers as low as
possible. Easy! :)

Each Members' Daily Post is split into 4 sections…
1.All Qualifiers Against Stats Pack/Ratings Pointers
•
•
•
•

Here I post the qualifiers against my main stats packs, called Trainer Track Profiles (TTP)
Jumps and TTP Summer Stats.
These are trainer based stats based on their track record and my unique template. They are
not based on the record of the horse. They are trainer based stats.
These are the starting points. It is NOT Advised to back all qualifiers in this section.
On each daily post you will find a ‘KEY’ – this explains what the different codes are next to
each horse. These codes and ratings pointers are deigned to get the best out of the starting
set of qualifiers. Please refer to this Key in the daily posts.

For the FLAT 2017 qualifiers there are some advised strategies that are emerging. You can find
these HERE>>>
2.Any ‘Notes’ ('bet of the day' + any other notes)
•

In this section I post my own subjective comments on the qualifiers from section one. This
mainly includes my ‘test’ Bets of The Day, taken from the list above. I suppose this is the
'tipping' element of the daily posts and i give reasoning for why I may really like something.

3.Micro System Test Zone
•

I am testing a few micro angles exclusively for Members. The research for these can be found
in the ‘Key’, within the daily posts. You are free to use this info anyway you please.

4.Any general messages/updates etc
•
•

•

Here I comment on anything else of interest, any ‘parish notices’.
I also use this section for my unique ‘Big Meeting Notes’ . Here I find trainer angles for big
meetings. So far this season these have included the Dante Meeting, Chester’s May Meeting,
Royal Ascot and the Irish Derby Festival. In the coming weeks there will be notes for many
other big meetings.
Again you are free to use this information however you please.

**
Finally. I produce a lot of research articles over time including a monthly research article for Members.
You can find a repository of all these HERE>>>
That is enough for now I think. My Members’ Club is a bit different. My content finds decent priced
winners and I am confident you will find an approach that works for you. This club allows you to bet
both systematically and also to use your own opinions. I think it is a good blend which will help you
enjoy your racing. You can follow the odd systematic approach or dip in and out whenever you wish.
Some members just focus on the big flat meetings and my notes (I think a few are waiting for the
jumps content to return properly in October!)
With any luck you like what you find and will be around for many years to come. I won’t be offended if
it isn’t for you, but please have an open mind give it a good shot. If you stay around for any amount of
time you'll have a good time :) (oh,and always start betting small, don't dive in. Many of my Members
bet in £2.50s, £5s and just love the game. There is plenty of time to build up stakes)
If you have any questions you can post a comment on the blog or email me: info@racingtoprofit.co.uk
Enjoy your time in the club, Josh

